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The Second Coming of Christ is photo
essay. It is assembled 195 art and photo;
so review the Christ phenomenon to be
significant spirit energy to organize and
guide collective humanity. Quotes include
Gospel of John to word of God and Greek
origins renamed from logos after Jesus
death from crucifixion. Chapters review
rules and understanding the angel Christ;
while to provide series of art and photo of
collective actions and to translate
principles from Chameleon to Archangels.
The first Christ was Jesus Christ; who was
called the only son of the true God. The
essay considers the Second Coming of
Christ, and focuses to consider references
of the Lion of Judah. The denied humanity
and tortures create a second appearance of
the Christ. Work of Sir Isaac Newton is
found; who wrote some 50 religious
treatises, and assembled 20 pages of
entirely Biblical quote of opinion to the
Second Coming. His interpretations were
of predominately vain references to be
spirit; so to incarnate of human an
otherwise not found person. The Lion of
Judah is similar of a radio handle to
surviving God; who appears of enhanced
potentials. The Second Christ is suggest
father God. Newton references include to
not go to a wilderness to search of only
burnt tares; since are they are discovered in
ones barn. Do not go to an inner house;
since the Christ is spirit. Saint Augustine
was Bishop of the early Catholic Church
from 386 AD; whom wrote The City of
God, and called 666 to be a perfect number
of a taunted God. Verse are found to
suggest a return of Jesus; so assess limited
resource to understand God. The Lion is
suggest to lack either source or destiny;
since he is formed from rejecting sins. The
essay present theory of an Ark of Covenant
to be historical relic; yet to be allegory of a
Grand Canyon, and follow the paradox to
create Grail for humanity. The rise of the
Christ is seen similar to add corn starch to
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a thin soup. The decision to say no then
increases rapport to the Archangels.
Language instruction and photo series are
included about assessing theology doctrine;
so to find at any principles or decision to
find suicides to the spirit. Action and
reaction get resurrection or human fried to
marsh mellow. The doctrine of Parousia
was intent to get not merely spirit, and to
incarnate an actual or literal Second Christ.
Eschatology are policy of conduct to the
end times; such as to suggest finding
pessimism, anger or worsening attitudes.
Preterism is a doctrine of things to have
gone before; so to predetermine or set
some destiny. The theology of the policies
are portrayed.
Art include God of
Prometheus crucified like Jesus; whose
humanity is tormented at claim of
excessive love for humanity, and to extort
sacrifice of meat to Zeus. He is in myth at
origin to Field Marshalls. Lineage of the
Gods are shown from vain title or names.
Prometheus turns to invention; so find
myth portrayed from themes of idea. The
source of the Christ myth is theorized to be
from eastern rejection of reason; so to
create a space traveling technology. Jesus
Christ is gift from the deity to learn to live
morallly, and the theme of Second Christ is
topic to the essay.
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